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Abstract: The increasingly used approach of combining different simulation software for testing of
automated driving systems (ADS) increases the need for potential and convenient software designs.
Recently developed co-simulation platforms (CSP) provide the possibility to cover the high demand
on testing kilometres for ADS by combining vehicle simulation with traffic flow simulation software
(TFSS) environments. Having chosen a suitable CSP rises up the question how the test procedures
should be defined and constructed and what are the relevant test scenarios. Parameters of the
ADS in vehicle simulation, traffic parameter in TFSS and combination of all these can be used for
the definition of test scenarios. Thus the automation of a process, consisting of vehicle and traffic
parameters and a suitable CSP, a test procedure for ADS should be well designed and implemented.
This paper presents the design and implementation of a complex co-simulation framework for virtual
ADS testing combining IPG CarMaker and PTV Vissim.
Keywords: ADAS Simulation; Scenario Generation; Automated Driving; Testing

1. Introduction
Using suitable virtual platforms for generation of test scenarios for ADS is an essential part of the
development process of automated driving, [1] [2] and [3]. The high demand on testing kilometres
([4]), the complexity of test procedures ([5], [6]) for Level 3+ ([7]) ADS in real world testing is time
and resource consuming. Besides costs, many interesting traffic scenarios involve critical situations.
Having a configurable model vehicle used for Model-in-the-Loop testing introduces a lot of advantages
compared to the physical test drives. It provides automated, efficient and extensive testing tool with
no risk and low costs regarding necessary equipment. In order to create such an environment, the
approach of using two components, one for modelling of the ego vehicle and ADS and another for
modelling the traffic. For both components, the widely used software in automotive engineering
community, IPG CarMaker for modelling ego vehicle and PTV Vissim for microscopic traffic flow
simulation, [8], was used. CarMaker, which can be seen in Fig. 1, provides a virtual multi-body
simulation vehicle model which is a computer-modelled representation of an vehicle, see [9].
PTV Vissim, which can be seen in 2, is used to create realistic and accurate traffic conditions for
testing different traffic scenarios [8]. The traffic flow model in Vissim is calibrated by using measured
data from an official test road in Austria [10] and presented in the work of [1]. The concept and the
modelling part of co-simulation framework, the vehicle under test and the traffic environment is
already presented in [1]. The main goal of this work is the developed and design of the presented
co-simulation framework and its maximal utilization of the co-simulation between CarMaker and PTV
Vissim and the generation of simulation data for extraction of concrete scenarios (e.g. [11] and [12]).
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Figure 1. User interface of CarMaker from where vehicle parameters can be specified.

Figure 2. User interface of PTV Vissim.

2. Co-Simulation Framework
The high level overview of the co-simulation framework (CSF) can be seen as a group of
three components interacting with each other, as represented in Figure 3 In a broad sense, this
diagram represents a rough overview of the architecture and since CarMaker and Vissim are
existing components, remaining tasks are the development of the co-simulation controller (CSC) and
communication between CSC, CarMaker and Vissim. Communication between Vissim and CarMaker
is handled through the Vissim Interface for CarMaker, see [13]. Vissim provides an useful COM
interface through which the communication between CSC and Vissim is handled, see [14] and [15].
Communication between CSC and CarMaker is done in two ways, by sending Tcl commands through
the cmguicmd interface and setting the Simulink model parameters pragmatically. Considering the
whole framework, the most development is done regarding CSC. Using object-oriented concepts, data
and the behaviour related to that data are coupled together. Another goal of introducing object-oriented
concepts was a separation of logic from the user interface related code.

Co-sim controller

Vissim Road Data

Simulation status
Set test run,
start simulation

Set Road Data

CarMaker

Vissim
Data sync,
VissimIF

Figure 3. A high-level overview of the software architecture presenting the three components of the
co-simulation framework.
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Requirement 1
Requirement 2
Requirement 3
Requirement 4
Requirement 5

Simulation
Data Storage
Road File
Simulation Control
Input Validation

Table 1. Functional requirements on the co-simulation framework.

3. Software Design
Software Design is the essential part of this work. Here, CSC is broken into the multiple
components where each is described with at least one class without violating any of the functional
requirements.

Figure 4. Representation between components of MVC (image taken from [16]).

3.1. Defining Functional Requirements
The functional requirements for the software design are shown in Tab. 1 The main functional
requirements from Tab. 1 is the first one. It is divided in additional parts.
First Part: Simulation of one specific scenario over many kilometers
The co-simulation framework provides the possibility to choose the test road, the Vissim version, the
testing kilometers and the specific scenario testrun for scenario generation purposes. In CarMaker
a scenario testrun is a specified simulation run which contains the vehicle under test with all
functionalities, a defined test road, environment objects and test definition. All given parameters shall
be checked by the system for validity before starting the simulation. A scenario testrun is testrun
defined with a configured vehicle model and traffic simulation.
Second Part: Simulation of multiple scenarios over many kilometers
The co-simulation framework provides the possibility to choose the root folder of containing scenarios
and a selection of those which should be be simulated. Each scenario testrun is simulated over a given
number of kilometers. All given parameters are checked by the system for validity before starting the
simulation.
3.2. Design
For the design of the co-simulation framework a GUI is implemented using a model-view-control
(MVC) pattern ([17]). Applying MVC pattern, elements of view component are decoupled from the
framework logic and the rest of the code is broken into smaller yet meaningful components which
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Figure 5. Selecting clusters loaded from the cluster’s root path in GUI.

interact with each other. For implementing MVC Design Pattern guidelines from [16] were used. The
interaction between components can be seen in Figure 4. In co-simulation framework these three
components can be distinguished as View, Controller and Model. The View component is singleton View
class which describes the appearance of the user interface. All user interface elements are defined there.
The Controller component is a singleton Controller class which acts as an interface between View and
Model components. It updates the state of the model component, handles return values of the model
functions and based on them generate adequate graphical response using view elements. Compared
to the previous two components, the Model component is not a single class. There is a singleton Model
class but it is just the main part of the model component. The Model component is composed of the
additional classes which are responsible for the framework logic and for holding all necessary data
for the simulation process. The control logic of framework is located in StartSimulation function. It
differentiates between two different modes of operation, the manual and the cluster mode. The model
class is also responsible for the inter-process communication with PTV Vissim and IPG CarMaker.
When the StartSimulation function is called, model configures both Vissim and CarMaker and executes
simulations.
4. Application
From functional requirements, two separate modes of simulations can be distinguished, manual
and automatic or cluster mode, see [1]. In manual mode, the user is allowed to generate a very specific
scenario where he can vary different parameters, such as distributions, compositions of vehicles and
traffic in the the tool. Automatic or cluster mode is meant for exhaustive fully automated testing of a
model over many kilometers.
4.1. Cluster mode
Automatic or cluster mode of the co-simulation is a simulation of already predefined scenarios
created using real traffic measurements of some specific road, see [1]. With this data provided, the user
wants to observe the behavior of the modeled vehicle over varying driving distances. In this mode, the
user can choose the path to the root folder where clusters containing predefined scenarios are located.
All clusters found in the selected root folder are displayed to the user in GUI and made available for
the selection as presented in Figure 5.
Execution of cluster mode can be separated into two phases, initialization phase and simulation
phase. Initialization phase is composed of:
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Figure 6. Vissim configuration tab.

1. Loading CarMaker testrun file
File with specified direction and Vissim road file is loaded into the CarMaker.
2. Loading Vissim road file
Road from the selected cluster is loaded into the Vissim and it is modified by changing the
random seed value. The random seed value changes the traffic procedure without changing the
parametrisation. This value represents the stochastic nature of the road traffic.
3. Setting the number of kilometers to be covered
Number of kilometers specified by the user is set in the Simulink model using set_param function.
4. Starting simulation
Simulation is started by setting SimulationCommand parameter of the Simulink model to start.
That is also done using set_param function.
From this point, simulation phase begins and therefore the status of the running simulation has to
be checked. For those purposes, timers are used as described in section 4.3. If simulation is stopped,
the covered kilometers are checked. If the simulation status reached a given number of kilometers, the
CSC can proceed in three following ways:
1. Restart the simulation on the same road in opposite direction.
2. Switch to the following cluster.
3. Finish if no more clusters are left.
During the simulation phase, the progress bar is presented to the user which has three purposes; the
first one is that the user aware of the running simulation status. The second purpose is the possibility
of cancelling the simulation via the stop button, which is part of the progress bar. Displayed progress
bar deactivates the whole user interface so that no changes of the simulation settings can be made until
the stop button is pressed, and that is its third purpose. The obvious advantage of this mode is the
automation of a process which manually would consume a lot more time. All the data generated by
Vissim and CarMaker are stored in such a way, so they can be accessed by date, mode or creation time
stamp. Post-processing is done at the end, after data for all clusters are acquired. With all generated
data, the configuration file is also stored in which the configuration for the latest simulation run can
be found, including cluster root folder path, selected clusters, number of kilometers per cluster and
random seeds used for every simulation step.
4.2. Manual mode
The main difference between the Manual and Cluster mode is that in manual one user does not
use predefined clusters for the simulation, but rather individual Vissim road files which can be easily
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modified over the GUI. All the data related to the chosen Vissim road file are loaded into the internal
data structure using COM interface and displayed in the separate tab in the GUI as presented in
Figure 6. Vissim related data is held by the VissimData class which when initialized, reads the data
from Vissim and has the responsibility of filling that data structure. The process of loading the data is
done in the VissimData constructor which is called upon the selection of the Vissim file. All operations
on the data are handled by VissimData class. Having this class provides convenient abstraction of
Vissim data. It also enables having multiple Vissim files loaded into the memory. Switching between
them is a lot faster than loading all the data all over again. When all the data from Vissim is retrieved,
the data is placed into the structures. Lists of compositions and volumes are created, where both lists
are contained within VissimData class. Each volume has a reference to the corresponding composition,
so it can keep the track of the current composition which is assigned to that particular volume. From
this point, the CSF is ready for the simulation run, and again, code execution after pressing Start
Simulation button is separated into two phases, initialization and simulation phase.
At the beginning of the initialization phase, all changes of compositions and volumes are sent back
to Vissim which is also the main difference between cluster and manual mode regarding this phase.
Changes which user is able to perform are following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Change vehicle input volume value
Change vehicle input composition
Modify composition by modifying vehicles of that composition
Change the speed distribution of selected vehicle
Change the type of selected vehicle
Change the vehicle percentage within selected composition

Rest of the initialization phase of manual mode is similar to the one in the cluster mode.
In the simulation phase the main difference to the cluster mode happens when all given kilometers
are covered. Simulation does not continue with the different road file since there are no clusters to
follow. The only case when the simulation continues after a selected number of kilometers is when the direction
option is set to both.
All performed changes are immediately reflected into the internal data structure which is upon
simulation start loaded into the Vissim road file using COM interface. All the data generated by Vissim
and CarMaker are stored in the same way as described in Cluster Mode.
4.3. Simulation status
Since MATLAB lacks conventional multi-threading capabilities, timers are used as a workaround
for making the GUI responsive while the simulation is running. After the simulation is initialized, the
timer is started. It schedules the execution of some MATLAB code, in this case, code which checks
for the current simulation status. It checks whether simulation is stopped or still running. In the case
that simulation is stopped, the number of covered kilometers is checked and it is decided if more
kilometers have to be simulated on this configuration or not. The rest of the simulation flow is mode
specific.
Since scheduling of the code which checks simulation status is not time-critical, the fixedSpacing
mode for timer is chosen. This mode avoids any possibility of interrupting the execution of a function
during its execution. No new execution is scheduled until the function is executed, and that plays
out as an advantage, since the goal is to avoid frequent checks of the status which is time-consuming
and interrupts the simulation. It is also not desirable to fill a queue with scheduled function calls
since the simulation can be stopped at any time. As a result of using timers, the CSF has responsive
GUI allowing the user to stop the simulation, and even more important, it enables the checking of
simulation status efficiently, since there is no reliable option for triggering events upon simulation end,
and repeatedly checking for status with delays in between keeps the system busy when not needed.
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Figure 7. Control flow diagram showing the calculation of remaining kilometers.
Method
cmguicmd
set_param

Context
Setting distance to be covered
Starting and stopping simulation

Table 2. Different approaches of interacting with CarMaker.

4.4. Covered kilometers
Checking the covered kilometers is a common mechanism for both modes. It enables the
simulation to run for any given length even though the road file used is limited to some length.
As it can be seen in the simulation status subsection, the covered kilometers are checked periodically
in the function executed by the timer. Out of the number of currently covered kilometers, new number
of remaining kilometers is calculated. The workflowof this procedure can be best seen in Figure 7.
There is no way to capture a route length which will be driven, therefore a number of kilometers is
given as the initial distance to be covered. If the remaining distance is shorter than the current route
length, vehicle will drive the remaining number of kilometers and then stop. In case that the remaining
distance is longer than the route, the simulation will stop when the end of the route is reached and
covered distance will be saved in the work-space. That addition in Simulink is necessary in order to
obtain precise number of so far covered kilometers by the model vehicle.
4.5. Communication with CarMaker
Communication with CarMaker is done in two ways, through the cmguicmd interface, provided
by CarMaker in order to send Tcl commands [18] and through setting the Simulink model properties
using the set_param function, see Tab. 2.
Besides these two options, certain parameters are set using additional scripts, such as driving
direction in the simulation, path in which generated data will be stored and which Vissim road path
should be applied. Since there is no clear interface for modifying any of these parameters, scripts
which modify necessary configuration files are introduced. They are simple C++ scripts which match
given attribute name and assign the new value to it.
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Task 1
Task 2

Task 3

Setting the newly generated random seed
value.
Loading compositions, vehicles, vehicle
distributions,
vehicle
types,
vehicle
percentages, vehicle input volumes.
Setting modified compositions, volumes and
vehicles.

Table 3. Task list for the interaction with Vissim.

4.6. Communication with Vissim
Interaction with PTV Vissim is completely executed by the COM interface [19]. It is used for the
tasks described in Tab. 3. Before any of these operations is done, the creation of a new actxserver is
needed which as an argument requires programmatic identifier (ProgID). It creates a COM server
through which it is possible to communicate with Vissim. Depending on the Vissim version, different
programmatic identifiers are passed. After starting actxserver and therefore starting Vissim, the desired
road network has to be loaded in order to make any changes.
4.7. Direction selection
The direction in which the modeled vehicle will move is specified as an attribute in the testrun
file. Since this is specific to the selected road, it is meant to be used only with predefined roads and
clusters. Differences between the same testruns in different directions are not huge, therefore the
scripts mentioned in 4.5 are used to set certain attributes to the specified value. Besides two directions
in which simulation can take place, there is also possibility of choosing both directions. In this case,
the simulation is running in both directions and it will cover the same specified number of kilometers
in both of them.
4.8. Data Storage
The result of the successful simulation is generated data which is used for later post-processing
and data extraction. For every simulation step, one *.erg the file is created by CarMaker which contains
data from various ego vehicle sensors. Besides erg files, one configuration file is created containing all
parameters used for simulation.
Upon simulation start of either of two modes, the folder named by current date is created, e.g.
12-Feb-2020. Inside of it, another folder named by current mode is created, either Automatic or Manual.
All the data created by simulations on that day will be stored in the same root folder named by that
date with the exception of the user changing the data output path. Assuming that user is not changing
data output path, all automatic mode simulations would be stored in ../12-Feb-2020/automatic/ and
all manual mode simulations would be stored in ../12-Feb-2020/manual/. To avoid mixing all the data,
every simulation run gets its own folder named by the time of simulation start, e.g. 14-30-24 in which
the erg files and the configuration file is placed. All erg files and corresponding info files are simply
named by the number which defines the order of its creation.
5. Conclusion
In paper we presented the design and implementation of the virtual test co-simulation framework
for testing of ADS using MATLAB/Simulink, IPG CarMaker and PTV Vissim. As described in 3, all
functional requirements are defined and implemented. The implemented co-simulation framework
is capable of generating data for scenario generation for ADS. Since the framework highly relies on
CarMaker and Vissim which allows a bride usage for testing automotive systems. Using CarMaker for
developing procedures allows the implementation of ADS algorithms, sensors and a wide number of
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automotive systems (e.g. powertrain, engines, transmission etc.) and Vissim as traffic flow simulator
provides the opportunity for testing automotive system in dynamic and realistic traffic environments.
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